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Executive Summary
Mayor and Council,
As a long-time consumer advocate, one of my goals is to make sure that Austin’s programs that serve low- and moderateincome utility ratepayers are spending their money effectively. With this ideal in mind, I am writing to update you on
problems I have discovered since September of 2014 with Austin’s Customer Assistance Program (CAP).
In that month, I alerted Austin Energy, the manager of discount programs for Austin’s electric, water, and drainage utility ratepayers, that I had found its automatic enrollment strategy was giving discounts to customers that had high-valued
real estate assets. On December 1, 2014, I sent a letter to City Council informing them that I had discovered over 1,100 CAP
participants that had high real property assets; 66 of them owned or co-owned over $1 million in real estate.
While attempts were made to correct the problem, a recently completed analysis of CAP participants showed that at least
554 lived in homes with high property values, or owned 2 or more properties; 56 of these customers owned or co-owned
real estate assets of over a million dollars. This is a 3% targeting error rate, which likely represents the loss of hundreds of
thousands of dollars in misspent funds per year. I consider this estimated economic loss to be conservative.
The fact that CAP has experienced problems in its past is not new. The fact that it is still experiencing these problems
almost 3 years after they were first discovered is new. If Austin aspires to help the poor, if Austin wants to operate an efficient utility, these kinds of mistakes can no longer be allowed to fester.
The flawed automatic enrollment policy is not the only repair that needs to be addressed. Other problems include: 1)
granting a 10% discount on electricity no matter how much electricity is consumed, which encourages waste; 2) administrative overhead that could be reduced. Savings from these 2 strategies could result in about $3 million in savings, which could
be redistributed to CAP participants.
I recommend the following actions be initiated to repair this partially broken program.
1. Immediate Income Verification Through Tariff Change – The Austin City Council needs to revise the CAP portion of
the electric and water utility tariffs to allow Austin Energy to income qualify customers who own properties with an improvement value of over $250,000 or that own two or more properties. Council unanimously budgeted money for this in
August of 2016, but neither the utility or the Council has actually changed the tariff to allow income verification to occur.
This could be enacted in a matter of weeks.
2. Conduct an Audit of CAP – A City program that has misspent considerable amounts of money for several years is
ripe for review by the Audit Department, who would be in a better position than a private citizen to review billing data to
estimate the amount of misspent funds. The Audit department would also have the latitude to further the policy research
and review best practices in other utility discount programs around the country.
3. Conduct a Statistically Valid Survey/Profile of CAP Customers – The City has relatively little information regarding
things such as the demographic profile of CAP customers. A statistically valid dataset of CAP participants should be created to better serve them.
4. Eliminate Discount for High Volume Consumption – The Council should remove the CAP volume discount for the
4th and 5th tiers of electric consumption and redistribute this money more fairly among all CAP participants. Redistributing this money could increase the average annual electric discount of about $250 per customer by approximately $60 while
encouraging energy conservation.
5. Study Conversion from Automatic Enrollment to Income Qualification in FY 2019 – Austin Energy will spend over a
million dollars in 2017 administering the automatic enrollment function of the CAP discount program. If this expense could
be reduced by switching to income verification and still maintain the same participation, it would allow more money to be
spent on bill assistance and other CAP purposes.
								Sincerely,
								
								Paul Robbins, (512) 447-8712
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1. Background of Original Problem

Austin Energy, like many other electric utilities, has provided customer assistance for economically disadvantaged
customers. Its original Customer Assistance Program (CAP)
began in 1985, with the Watershed Protection Department
and Public Works as partners. Austin Water joined the effort
in 2009. Almost all of the funding for the CAP discount
comes directly from utility revenues.

Supportive Housing (VASH). These veterans must apply
in person, and automatic enrollment does not affect these
applicants. However, they only number a few hundred
per year, a very small percentage of the current number
of CAP customers. In January 2017, total CAP participation for Austin Energy discounts was 36,748. Most water
and drainage utility CAP participants are also served by
Austin Energy.

As a result of the Austin Energy electric rate case in
2012, funding for CAP was greatly expanded and enrollment was greatly increased. The process for assistance
was expanded so that participants were proactively and
automatically enrolled in CAP based on participation in
other programs that usually, but not always, overlap with
programs that benefit lower income groups.
While limited by the constraints of the CAP budget,
new participants were automatically enrolled if they were
part of any of the following programs: 1) Medicaid; 2)
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP); 3)
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP); 4) Telephone
Lifeline Program; 5) Travis County Comprehensive Energy
Assistance Program (CEAP); 6) Medical Access Program
(MAP); and 7) Supplemental Security Income (SSI). Since
2012, an 8th program has been added to this, Veterans Affairs

There is also the option for participants in the first 7
social programs mentioned to enroll by mail or FAX if they
have been overlooked by automatic enrollment, though in
2015, 85% of CAP participants were automatically enrolled.
Fund collection for automatic enrollment began when
the new electric rates were implemented in October 2012.
Not every CAP participant receives the same discount.
One reason is that due to varying utility boundaries, not
every CAP participant is served by all three utilities at once.
This is particularly true of Austin Energy. Many out-ofAustin participants served by Austin Energy are served by
public or private water utilities unaffiliated with the City of
Austin. Another reason is that electric and water discounts
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are partially based on the amount of consumption, which
varies for each customer.
However, in 2017, a CAP participant that was served
by Austin Energy, Austin Water, and the drainage utility
received an average discount of about $650 per year.
Problems have arisen since the new program began because this current method assumes that if a person living
in a home is receiving a social service, then this means the
household itself is financially disadvantaged. However,
at a minimum, hundreds of electric customers (who are
actually the bill payers) are receiving CAP discounts even
though they live in high-valued real estate, or own multiple
properties, or both. The fact that a guest, relative, or foster
child on a social service program awards the customer the
CAP discount is a major flaw. This situation has been diverting considerable sums of money for several years from
ratepayers who really are in need of financial assistance.
On September 15, 2014, this author first alerted Austin
Energy to this problem. The City Council and general
public were alerted to the problem through news stories
that ran on December 1 of the same year. Despite the fact
that this problem has been known to the utility for almost
3 years, and in spite of the fact that certain actions have
been taken to address the flaws in the enrollment method,
my recent review of CAP participant data from January
of 2017 shows that the problem still persists and festers.
The analysis showed that at least 554 participants lived
in homes with high property values, or owned 2 or more
properties; 56 of these customers owned or co-owned real
estate assets of over a million dollars.
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2. Updated Analysis of CAP Participants With High Real Estate Values

Purpose: On December 1, 2014, an analysis was sent
to the Austin City Council about Austin’s Customer Assistance Program (CAP), which provides bill discounts to
low-income utility customers. The analysis showed that
over 1,100 CAP participants had high real estate values,
indicating that many of these customers were not in need
of CAP discounts. Real estate assets were used as a proxy
for wealth because the data was publicly available.

a selected home who is receiving social service benefits, it
is possible for the customer who pays the bill in that home
to be quite wealthy.
Methodology: For purposes of this analysis, a “customer” is defined as a single name listed for an electric service
address. There may be multiple people living at this address.
Also, for purposes of this analysis, a “home” is defined as
a service address matched to a specific appraised property.
In a minority of cases, two separate buildings can be on the
same property, or the home may be a building with 2 to 4
units. In some cases, these additional units are probably
leased to tenants, netting the owner additional income.

Since that letter, Austin Energy, which manages the
program for Austin’s electric, water, and drainage utilities,
has undertaken various reforms to attempt to better direct
funding to people truly in need of assistance.
This update shows that, more than 2-1/2 years after
the original analysis was sent to the City Council, there
were still at least 554 Austin utility customers received
Customer Assistance Program (CAP) money that probably
did not need it.

This was not a statistically random sample. This survey
was done as a volunteer effort, and given the paucity of
time and money, high-income zip codes and high-income
neighborhoods were focused on. There were probably
several hundred more customers with high real estate assets
that could have been identified if resources were available.

There is a continuing need to adjust or replace CAP’s
enrollment policy that allows CAP rate reductions solely
on the basis of a resident receiving certain social service
programs. Despite the fact that there is a person living in

There were two types of customers in this analysis
deemed wealthy enough to require income qualification
to verify that they need CAP assistance.
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Number of Customers That Owned or Co-owned One or
More Additional Properties: 140

1. Customers participating in CAP whose homes had
an improvement value (separate from the land) of over
$250,000 in 2016 by the Travis County and Williamson
County appraisal districts. This value threshold has been
proposed as a reason to ask customers to income qualify
to participate in CAP because it is the maximum value of
homes eligible to participate in Austin Energy’s free lowincome weatherization program.

10 out of 140 were matched because different properties
presumably had the same owner name. The vast majority
were matched because the tax bills of different properties
went to the same address or addresses that could be connected to the CAP participant.
Number of Customers That Lived in Homes With Luxuries
Listed on Appraisal Roles: 79

2. Customers that owned two or more properties, again
confirmed by the appraisal districts.

These luxuries included swimming pools, spas, fountains,
and outdoor kitchens.

In the latter type, this was usually determined by matching addresses of tax bills.

Number of Customers That Owned or Co-owned One or
More Additional Properties But Had $250,000 or Less in
Improvement Value for Their Residence: 60

For instance, if John Smith received CAP at his address,
but owned other properties that had tax bills mailed to the
same address, this was considered the same owner. In a
small number of cases (10), the tax bill was not sent to the
same CAP customer that received the discount, but the
owner’s name was so unique or uncommon that the properties were highly likely to be owned by the same person.

This is significant because if the improvement value is the
only screen used to determine CAP eligibility in a proposed
requirement for income verification, a significant number
of apparently wealthy customers will still receive the CAP
discount. These customers had high real estate assets because they owned multiple properties.

The Appraisal Districts’ Web sites were accessed between
March and April of 2017.

Number of Possible Renters: 66
"Possible renters" can mean several things. It can mean a
family member, living in the home instead of the owner,
is renting a home at below cost or even living there at no
cost. It can also mean a real tenant agreement. While most
renters have incomes that are substantially below those of
homeowners, it is also true that renting a more expensive
home will generally carry more expensive rent and be an
indicator of wealth.

In a very few cases, appraisal districts other than the
ones in Travis and Williamson counties were checked. For
instance, if the tax bill payment address (which is separate
from the property address) referred to another part of the
state, the appropriate appraisal districts were checked.
However, this was rare. It is quite probable that if all appraisal districts in Texas or other states were checked, more
multiple property owners would have been identified.

Number of Disability Exemptions: 22

In the majority of situations, customers with unit numbers in their address, which usually designates rental units
or condos with small square footages, were not reviewed.
This sorted out the majority of rental properties that would
have large improvement values because of their overall size,
but were likely to have lower income tenants that lived in
units with small square footages.

Disability exemptions from appraisal districts might hint
at why a customer is enrolled in CAP. However, it is not
an ironclad indicator of poverty. Of 22 customers in this
survey that have disability exemptions, 4 lived in homes
3,000 square feet or larger.
Number and Percent of Homes in Williamson County:
110 (20%)

Universe of Study: There were about 16,600 discrete
customers that received CAP subsidies from Austin’s water
and drainage utilities in January of 2017. Due to conflicting
laws concerning privacy, Austin Energy CAP participants
could not be reviewed.

Williamson County CAP participants did not receive the
“opt-out letter” informing them that CAP was created
for low-income customers and that they could leave the
program voluntarily if they did not think they needed the
bill discount.

The number above was 45% of the total number of Austin
Energy CAP participants that received discounts (36,748),
in the same month. The more-than-doubled participation
largely comes from Austin Energy customers living outside
the boundaries of the other two utilities, and by customers
in multifamily units whose occupants do not directly pay
for water and/or drainage utility costs.

Number of Homes Receiving Out-of-City Rate Breaks: 32
Austin Energy is the only electric utility in the state that
grants a rate break to people that live outside of certain
boundaries, in this case, outside of Austin’s city limits.
So these homes are receiving an even lower bill with additional CAP subsidies.

Number of Customers Found Living in Homes Meeting
Screen Criteria: 554

Number of Customers That Owned or Co-owned Total
Real Property Worth More Than $1 Million: 56
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The customer with the highest real estate assets in this
category had a real property value of $14.5 million and
owned 49 properties including their home.
The most expensive home occupied by a customer in this
category was valued at $1.9 million, was 4,100 square feet
in size, and had a swimming pool.
2 of them were possible renters.
2 of them had a disability exemption, though the disability
was obviously not a cause of poverty.
48 owned more than one property.
Number of Customers That Owned or Co-owned Total
Real Property Worth More Than $1 Million But Had
Improvement Value Under $250,000: 17
About 30% of the customers with assets of over $1 million actually lived in homes with improvement values of
less than $250,000. Again, this is significant because if the
improvement value is the only screen used to determine
CAP eligibility in a proposed requirement for income
verification, a significant number of apparently wealthy
customers will still receive the CAP discount.
Number of Customers That Owned or Co-owned Total
Real Property Worth More Than $500,000: 223
11 of them were possible renters.
7 of them had disability exemptions.
124 of them owned more than one property.
Number of Customers With Service Addresses for Homes
More Than 3,000 Square Feet in Size: 203
12 of them were possible renters.
4 of them had disability exemptions.
44 of them owned or co-owned more than one property.
Number of Customers With Service Addresses for Homes
2,000 Square Feet in Size but Less Than 3,000 Square Feet
in Size: 269
44 of them were possible renters.
13 of them had disability exemptions.
53 of them owned or co-owned more than one property.
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3. Identification of Auto-Enrollment Problem, Attempted Remedies, and Results

Spring 2015 – In response to the problem, Austin Energy
had Solix, the contractor that administers automatic enrollment, tighten the screen for selecting participants. Solix
found about 4,000 customers that were questionable, and
mailed a letter inviting these participants to stay on the
CAP rate if they felt they needed the low-income subsidy.
A follow-up letter was sent to ensure that the message was
received. Only 600 requested participation to continue.

This section will briefly discuss the discovery of problems
that the Customer Assistance Program has experienced
regarding the award of discounts to customers with highvalued real estate assets, and efforts to correct the situation.

3.1 Timeline
September 15, 2014 – Upon analysis of data provided
by Austin Energy, I alerted utility staff to the problem of
customers living in high-valued properties receiving CAP
discounts.

May 2015 – Austin Energy informed City Council that
to address the problem, the utility would send “opt-out
letters” to CAP participants in high valued homes informing them that the program was intended for low- and
moderate-income customers, and offering them the opportunity to voluntarily remove themselves if they did not
feel assistance was necessary.

November 2014 – I completed documentation of over
1,100 customers living in high-valued properties who
received CAP discounts.

Homes that received opt-out letters had an improvement value from the Travis County Appraisal District of
over $250,000. This price was used because it was the upper limit on participation for Austin Energy's low-income
weatherization program.

December 1, 2014 – I sent a letter to the Austin City
Council based on the documentation detailing the problem.
December 1, 2014 – The Austin American-Statesman and
KXAN ran news stories about this research. Time Warner
Cable followed with a story a few days later.

October/November 2015 – Austin Energy finally began
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to send the opt-out letters, which were delayed because
of computer programming problems. The letters were
not sent all at once, but staggered so that they were sent
at the end of the 12-month period that the CAP customer
was last enrolled.

3. New CAP participants were being inducted through
auto enrollment and hard-copy application, some of whom
lived in homes where the customer had high real estate
assets.

August 2016 – City Council unanimously approved
budget for income verification of CAP customers in highvalued homes if the opt-out process was not successful.
Austin Energy agreed to speed up the opt-out process to
send the last letters out that month.
June 2017 – Analysis of January 2017 data revealed that
there were 554 CAP participants that either lived in homes
with improvement values of $250,000 or more in value, or
owned multiple properties, or both. This month should
have reflected people who opted out of participation from
the final letters sent in August of 2016.

3.2 Effectiveness of the Opt-Out Policy
Austin Energy has partially relied on sending the opt-out
letter to customers whose homes had improvement values
of more than $250,000. Obviously, with 554 customers that
the recent analysis identified, it has not been completely
effective. But some may be curious if it was in any way
effective.
There have been no analyses or studies that I am aware
of by Austin Energy to assess this. However, there is anecdotal evidence that it has only been partially effective.
For example, in July of 2016, the wealthy zip code 78730
had 16 CAP participants in homes with improvement values
of over $250,000 or that owned more than one property. In
January 2017, there were 9.
As another example, in December of 2015, the wealthy
zip code 78746 had 53 CAP participants in homes with
improvement values of over $250,000 or that owned more
than one property. In January 2017, there were 24.
Compounding an only partially effective opt-out effort
are other factors leading to awarding discounts to people
that did not need them.
1. Due to computer problems, customers in homes in
Williamson County with improvement values of over
$250,000 were ignored. (At the time, the Williamson County
Appraisal District database was difficult to automate for
this purpose.)
2. Opt-out letters were not being sent to multiple property owners whose homes had an improvement value of
less than $250,000. (Due to the strange way that real estate
appraisals are conducted, it is common for high-value
homes in Travis County to have low improvement values.)
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4. Economic and Policy Implications of Current Program

This section will attempt to define the amount of money
that could be redirected to low-income households by
repairing problems with the enrollment system. It will
also discuss a way to distribute the discount more fairly
while encouraging conservation, and possible monetary
savings from changing to an enrollment method based on
income verification.

1. Austin has “progressive” electric and water rates
specially designed to encourage conservation, so that the
more a customer uses, the more they pay per unit. It is
widely acknowledged that wealthier customers consume
more than low-income customers because they have larger
houses and lawns as well as more discretionary income.
So it is likely that many of the 554 homes in this dataset
use more electricity and water than average.

4.1 Enrollment Error Cost Estimate

2. The loss may also be higher because, for the most
part, my analysis did not closely look at CAP customers in
low-income zip codes because it was too time consuming
to do this without automation. However, since a small
percentage of multiple property owners exist in these
lower income zip codes, this would increase the 3% error
rate found in my analysis.

According to the dataset analyzed, approximately 3%
of CAP participants receiving water and drainage utility
discounts either lived in high-value homes or owned multiple properties. Applying this 3% error rate to a program
spending about $16 million a year program (which also
includes electricity discounts) would mean that about half
a million dollars a year is being given to customers who
very likely do not need utility subsidies. Since the new
enrollment process began at the beginning of FY 2013, one
can infer that if the same error rate had been in effect since
automatic enrollment began, about $2 million in questionable payments may have been made.

4.2 Discounts for High-Volume Consumers
(Inequitable Equity)
Austin Energy’s CAP program gives a 10% discount
no matter how much electricity is consumed. This works
against the conservation-based rate structure that the utility

However, the loss is probably higher for at least 2 reasons.
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exceeded 1,500 kwh, and so never exceeded the 3rd tier of
Austin Energy’s 5-tier system of electric rates.

Austin Progressive Electric Rates 2017
Cost Per Kilowatt Hour With CAP Discount

In 2015, $2.2 million, or 21% of total Austin Energy CAP
discounts, went to the 4th and 5th tiers of use. If the money
were redistributed to give higher discounts to customers
in the first 3 tiers of use, it would be more equitable, while
at the same time encouraging conservation. Distributing
this money equitably among all CAP participants would
raise the average discount of about $250 in 2015 by about
$60 per year.
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3500 Kwh
$0.07

$0.08

$0.09

$0.10
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Two concerns have been raised about this proposed
change. The first is that it discriminates against households
with more people in them. While seeming logical on its
surface, more careful investigation shows that energy consumption and cost do not increase proportionately with
more people. The following chart depicts statistics from the
2009 Residential Energy Consumption Survey conducted
by the U.S. Energy Information Administration.

$0.12

Austin Progressive Water Rates
Cost Per Thousand Gallons With CAP Discount
2,000 Gallons
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It shows that the number of people per household does
not proportionally increase bills. In the case of a refrigerator, for example, the appliance will consume about the
same amount of electricity whether there are 3 people in
the household or 6. (In 2016, the average number of people
living in a household in Travis County was 2.6.)
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60,000 Gallons
$12
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Annual Energy Expenditures Per Number of People
in Household in Southern U.S. – 2009

Austin's progressive utility rates charge more for higher levels
of consumption. Since wealthy people generally consume
more electricity and water than poor people, CAP discounts
to the wealthy homes are probably larger on a household basis.
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has intentionally implemented.

3 Persons

It also works against fairness to CAP participants who
are careful with their bills. In a sense, the current system
is an inequitable equity program. Consider: A consumer
using 1,000 kwh a month would receive an estimated $174
in electricity discounts in 2017, while a high consumer using
3,500 kwh a month would receive an estimated $720 in the
same year. Is it equitable to give energy-wasting customers more than 4 times the discount as energy-conserving
customers?
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Total
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$1,443,478
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$10,646,321
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The other concern is that CAP may be the only lifeline
to give bill assistance even if energy use is outrageous, and
it would be cruel to limit the discount for high consumers.
However, one can make a cogent argument that it is cruel to
deny low-consuming customers larger discounts that would
be available in a program if the money for discounts for
the top 2 tiers were redistributed. These low-consumption
customers may be experiencing economic stress similar to
high-volume consumers.

CAP Electric Discount Distribution 2015
AMOUNT

$1

A household with 6 or more people spends only 19%
more than a home with 3 people.

In 2015, the average Austin Energy customer used 894
kwh a month in the entire year, and 1,171 kwh a month
during the 4 summer months. The average customer never
PURPOSE
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To compare how this situation is managed in other utilities, I conducted a survey in 2015 of electric utility discount
programs for the top 10 public utilities in the U.S. There
were 3 that had no ratepayer-funded discount program.
Of the 7 that did, only Austin Energy and Seattle City Light
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gave unlimited discounts. The other 5 utilities surveyed,
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, Long Island
Power Authority, Salt River Project, San Antonio CPS,
and Sacramento Municipal Utility District, all gave flat or
tiered discounts.

Only Austin Energy allowed auto-enrollment without
qualification or a follow-up audit.
Concerns have been raised that if Austin Energy adopted
income verification as its method of screening participants,
then its participation rates in the CAP program would
fall. In the case of Sacramento Municipal Utility District
(SMUD), just the opposite has occurred. SMUD has only
about 20% more customers than Austin Energy. However,
in 2015, SMUD had 2.6 times the number of participants in
its low-income discount program as Austin Energy had in
the same year. Its screening method is income verification
of each participant that applies.

4.3 Lax Participation Guidelines
Austin’s utility discount program is also relatively unique
among these 10 municipal utilities in the country in that it
has the loosest guidelines for participation.
The 3 large public utilities that had no ratepayer funded
program in 2015, Jacksonville Energy Authority, Memphis
Light, Gas, & Water, and Nashville Electric Service, sponsored programs funded with private charitable contributions that granted one-time emergency bill assistance.
These programs were income qualified.

There are a number of ways that SMUD participants can
apply, but one effective method is for utility staff to simply
ask new customers if they want to receive the discount
when they apply for service over the phone.
SMUD has 3 to 4 staff people responsible for verifying
participants on a rotation of once every 2 years. By inference, this staff cost in Austin would only be about $200300,000 a year. Contrast this to the cost of administering
Austin Energy’s automatic enrollment process of about
$1.3 million annually.

Of the 7 large municipal utilities that had ratepayerfunded bill discount programs, 4 required income verification. One only required a request by phone to receive the
discount, but a percentage of participants were audited
every year to assure that they were economically in need
of the discount. One utility had automatic enrollment if the
participant was being assisted by any of 8 social programs,
but unlike Austin Energy, the participant also had to have
their name on the electric bill.

If Austin Energy were to switch enrollment methods, savings could then be applied to improve the CAP program or
include more participants. Though it would be premature
to predict exact savings from switching to income verification, it would not be hard to imagine it could be as much
as a million dollars annually.

LOW-INCOME ASSISTANCE IN TOP 10 U.S. PUBLIC ELECTRIC UTILITIES IN 2015

UTILITY
ENROLLMENT METHOD
BILL DISCOUNT PROGRAMS
Austin Energy
Enrollment with no screen
Los Angeles DWP
Income Verification
Long Island Power Authority Auto enrollment with Name on Bill
Salt River Project
Phone enrollment/verification audit
San Antonio CPS
Income Verification
Sacramento (SMUD)
Income Verification
Seattle City Light
Income Verification

REQUIREMENTS

STRUCTURE

One of 7 social programs*
Chart of income levels online
One of 8 social programs
Chart of income levels online
125% of poverty or below; other restrictions as well
Chart of income levels online
70% of state median income

Unlimited by Consumption
Flat Discount
Flat Discount
Flat Discount
Flat Discount
Tiered Discount
Unlimited by Consumption

CHARITY-FUNDED DISCONNECT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Jacksonville Energy Authority Income Verification
30% below poverty
Memphis Light Gas & Water Income Verification
Not specified online
Nashville Electric Service
Income Verification
Income level on Web application
* In 2016, an 8th social program was added

One-Time/Charity Funded
One-Time/Charity Funded
One-Time/Charity Funded

Sources for Information from Other Utilities Include:
Sacramento Municipal Utility District: Jana Katz, Manager, Low Income Assistance Program
Number of Residential customers from Energy Information Administration, Form 861, Annual Electric Power Industry
Report, “Sales to Ultimate Customers.”
Salt River Project: Jay Krehbiel, Supervisor, Customer Counseling, Project Help
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power: Carolina.Maldonado, Utility Services Manager
CPS Energy: Lynda Rodriguez, Manager, Customer Programs
Various Utility Web sites
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5. Recommendations for Short- and Mid-Term Corrective Action

While some incremental steps have been taken to better
direct CAP funds to the ratepayers that truly need it, the
problems detailed here show these steps have proven insufficient to correct the program’s flaws. Not only does this
shortchange the poor, but it promotes a lack of confidence
from members of the public who grow cynical about Austin’s inability to responsibly administer social programs.

verification of homes with high improvement values in
August of 2016. It was estimated to cost $34,000 in onetime set up costs, with an annual $10,000 operation fee
thereafter. Costs to find multiple property owners has
not been quantified yet, but it is largely a clerical task and
can be done at minimal expense.
Given that hundreds of CAP participants who own or
co-own expensive property would likely be rendered ineligible by income qualification, the savings would quickly
pay for the cost.

I recommend that the following repairs and corrective
actions be enacted in as expedited a manner as possible.
1. Immediate Income Verification Through Tariff Change

However, the City Council has not changed the tariff to
allow income verification to occur. This could be enacted
in a matter of weeks.

Administrators of the CAP program do not have the
discretionary ability to use asset screens, or any other
alternative method, to determine if enrollees are really
in need of economic assistance. The Austin City Council
needs to revise the CAP portion of the electric tariff (the
legally posted billing rates) to allow Austin Energy to
income qualify customers who own properties with an
improvement value of over $250,000 or who own two or
more properties.

2. Conduct an Audit of CAP
A City program that has misspent considerable amounts
of money for several years is ripe for review by the Audit
Department. Not only do they have qualified professional
staff to review the various problems discussed here, but
they have the ability to make better estimates of the amount
of money that has been misspent.

Council unanimously budgeted money for income
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My reviews, or those of others who are not City employees, will not be able to access a lot of customer information
to make a more refined estimate of the loss because much of
the data for the electric utility is withheld from the public
under privacy rules and laws. A City employee assigned
to audit this program would not have this restriction.
The Audit department would also have the latitude to
further the policy research that I have started to analyze
best practices at other utility discount programs around
the country.
This request for an audit should not be interpreted as a
suspicion of dishonesty. The audit would be to document
the effects of flawed policies.
3. Conduct a Statistically Valid Survey/Profile of CAP
Customers
Despite the long-running history of this program, the City
has relatively little information regarding things such as the
demographic profile of CAP customers and the building
stock they live in. In order to better understand and serve
them, an appropriate amount of money should be spent on
creating a statistically valid dataset of CAP participants.
4. Eliminate Discount for High Volume Consumption
The City Council should remove the CAP volume
discount of the 4th and 5th tiers of electric consumption
and redistribute this money more fairly among all CAP
participants.
5. Study Conversion from Automatic Enrollment to Income Qualification for All CAP Customers
Austin Energy will spend over a million dollars in 2017
administering the automatic enrollment function of the
CAP discount program. If this expense could be reduced
by switching to income verification and still maintain the
same participation, it would allow more money to be spent
on bill assistance and other CAP purposes.
The automatic enrollment contract that Austin Energy
has with a private contractor is renewed annually. Since
the new fiscal year for 2018 is about to begin, the City
should investigate the option for Income Verification to
be started in FY 2019.
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Information About Author
I have been an environmental activist and consumer
advocate since 1977. I was one of the original founders of
Austin’s energy conservation programs in the early 1980s,
and worked as a consultant or employee for the City of
Austin’s energy conservation programs for 6 years during
that decade. One of my main projects at that time was to
assist in establishing an effective program for Austin Energy
customers in multifamily buildings, where many low- and
moderate-income people live. For many years, this was
one of the only programs of its kind in the country.
I have worked on a number of policy reports and analyses related to resource management issues such as clean
energy, solid waste and recycling, and air quality. Since
1995, I have been editor of the Austin Environmental Directory, a comprehensive sourcebook of environmental issues,
products, services, and organizations.
At one time, this author lived without adequate income,
and it is viscerally upsetting for me to witness limited
funding meant to assist people with low incomes that is
being misspent, particularly when the problem has been
well known and documented for almost 3 years.
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Appendix A:
The CAP Parade of Homes
Following is a photo gallery of some of the homes
where customers who receive CAP discounts probably do
not need them. Either the homes have an improvement
value of over $250,000, or the customers own or co-own 2
or more properties.
All photos taken from the ground in this report were
made by me and are in the public domain. Originals can
be requested by contacting me at (512) 447-8712, or at
paul_robbins@greenbuilder.com.
Aerial photos are from the City of Austin GIS Web site,
and are also in the public domain. This can be accessed at:
http://www.austintexas.gov/GIS/PropertyProfile.
The properties shown here were chosen because of one
or more of these characteristics: 1) the high value of the
homes; 2) the large square footage of the homes, which is
a proxy for wealth; 3) the total value of multiple properties
owned or co-owned by the CAP recipient.
The majority of the customers in these homes were highly
likely to have known they were receiving CAP because
they received a letter from Austin Energy offering them the
chance to opt-out of the program they were automatically
enrolled in. This letter was intentionally sent to customers
in homes with improvement values of more than $250,000.
However, in some cases, these customers may not have
known. CAP participants in Williamson County (in zip
codes such as 78717 and 78729) were not sent opt-out letters.
Customers with high-valued assets that lived in a home
with low-improvement values ($250,000 or less) probably
did not receive opt-out letters either, even if they owned
millions of dollars worth of property. It is also plausible
that due to computer errors, some of these customers were
never sent an opt-out letter meant for them.
It should be noted that in a few cases, there may be justification for CAP customers living in high-valued homes
to receive a discount. For instance, the home may have
been entirely donated for use to a low-income relative.
However, I do not expect this situation to be common. In
any case, the justification will not be known until a tariff
allowing income verification for these customers is enacted.
Abbreviations
TCAD = Travis County Appraisal District
WCAD = Williamson County Appraisal District
sq. ft. = square feet
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2909 Greenlee Drive 78703
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $1,802,707
4,633 sq. ft.; 0.62 Acres
Features: Swimming Pool & Spa; Courtyard; 4.5 Bathrooms
Notes: Owns second property appraised at
$302,000, for total appraised value of over
$2.1 million.

1205 Gaston Avenue 78703
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $1,885,259
4,135 sq. ft.; 0.82 Acres
Features: Swimming Pool, Masonry Wall
Notes: Owns another property appraised
at $164,079, for a total appraised value of
almost $2.1 million.
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4320 House of York, #4 78730
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $1,044,299
On Sale in May 2016 for $1,395,000
4,677 sq. ft.; 1 Acre
Features: Swimming Pool; Iron Fence; Coffered ceilings; Gourmet kitchen; Master
suite w/ luxury Master Bath; Wired media
room; Wine nook; 3-car garage w/epoxy
finish
Notes: Receives Out-of-City rate break in
addition to CAP.

8821 Bell Mountain Drive 78730
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $985,000
2 homes on lot for total of 5,423 sq. ft.; 2.8
Acres
Features: 2 Swimming Pools; 6 Bathrooms;
On Greenbelt
Notes: Receives Out-of-City rate break in
addition to CAP.
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4400 Waterford Place 78731
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $863,392
On Sale in June 2016 for $1,385,000
4,642 sq. ft.; 0.5 Acres
Features: Back Deck Overlooks Lake
Austin; On private drive off Mt. Bonnell;
5 Bedrooms; 3 Living Spaces; 4.5 Baths;
Formal study; Hardwood floors
Notes: Owns or co-owns 2 other properties
appraised at $166,399, for total appraised
value of over $1 million.

1726 Canonero Drive 78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $1,091,652
4,685 sq. ft.; 0.91 Acres
Features: Swimming Pool; 4.5 Bathrooms;
On Wild Basin Greenbelt
Notes: Owns or co-owns 41 other properties in Travis and Williamson counties appraised at $2,694,648, for a total appraised
value of almost $3.8 million.
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9604 Crenata Cove 78759
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $710,528
5,345 sq. ft.; 0.5 Acres
Features: On Greenbelt; Solar Panels

10924 Centennial Trail 78726
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $656,306
3,199 sq. ft.; 0.76 Acres
Features: Across from Greenbelt; 4 Bedrooms; 3 Baths; Upstairs game room; Large
family room; Granite kitchen with many
cabinets and counter tops; Covered front
and back porches; 3 car garage
Notes: Owns or co-owns 3 other properties
appraised at $574,344, for a total appraised
value of over $1.2 million.
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9512 Palmbrook Drive
78717
WCAD Appraised 2016: $611,026
3,351 sq. ft.

Notes: Owns or co-owns another
property appraised at $456,612,
for total appraised value of almost $1.1 million.

9804 Fallon Cove
78717
WCAD Appraised 2016: $395,288
3,586 sq. ft.

Notes: Owns or co-owns 13
other properties in Travis and
Williamson counties appraised
at $2,300,367, for total appraised
value of almost $2.7 million.

9816 Bundoran Drive
78717
WCAD Appraised 2016: $430,451

3,264 sq. ft.

Notes: Owns or co-owns 2 townhomes in Williamson County and
at least 7 tracts of land equal to 145
acres appraised at $1,045,957, for
total appraised value of almost
$1.5 million.
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15408 Echo Hills Drive
78717
WCAD Appraised 2016: $426,000
3,320 sq. ft.

Notes: Owns or co-owns 2 other
properties appraised at $396,609,
for total appraised value of over
$800,000 million.

16505 Along Creek Cove
78717
WCAD Appraised 2016: $570,311

4,385 sq. ft.
Features: On Greenbelt.

Notes: Owns or co-owns 14 other
properties in Williamson County
appraised at $3,010,291, for total
appraised value of almost $3.6
million.

10609 Roy Butler Drive
78717
WCAD Appraised 2016: $484,609
4,165 sq. ft.

Notes: Owns or co-owns 3 other
properties in Travis and Williamson counties appraised at
$897,270, for total appraised
value of almost $1.4 million.
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11301 Monet Drive
78726
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $529,449
2,159 sq. ft.
Notes: Owns 15 other properties
in Travis and Williamson counties appraised at $3,437,709, for
total appraised value of almost
$4 million.

12919 Partridge Bend Drive
78729
WCAD Appraised 2016: $349,765
3,207 sq. ft.

Notes: Owns or co-owns 7 other
properties in Travis and Williamson counties appraised at
$2,830,641, for total appraised
value of almost $3.2 million.

3516 Josh Lane
78730
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $795,090
4,106 sq. ft.; 0.62 Acres
Features: On Greenbelt
Notes: Receives Out-of-City rate
break in addition to CAP.
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4105 House of York
78730
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $971,155
4,227 sq. ft.; 1 Acre
Features: Swimming Pool & Spa; 4
Bathrooms
Notes: Receives Out-of-City rate
break in addition to CAP.

5304 Eagle Trace Trail
78730
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $601,881
3,621 sq. ft.
Notes: Receives Out-of-City rate
break in addition to CAP.

9500 Woody Ridge
78730
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $822,328
3,753 sq. ft.; 1.2 Acres
Notes: Receives Out-of-City
rate break in addition to CAP.
Landscape blocks front view of
the home.
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3205 Hancock Drive
78731
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $423,357
1,572 sq. ft.
Notes: Owns or co-owns 49 other
properties in Travis and Williamson counties appraised at
$14,108,774 , for total appraised
value of over $14.5 million.

6220 Edwards Mountain Cv
78731
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $863,642
4,039 sq. ft.
Features: Pool & Spa
Notes: Owns another property
in Travis County appraised at
$178,502, for total appraised
value of over $1 million.

8400 Young Lane
78739
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $515,364
3,011 sq. ft.; 2 Acres
Notes: Receives Out-of-City rate
break in addition to CAP.
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6804 Magenta Lane
78739
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $515,008
3,762 sq. ft.
Notes: Owns or co-owns another
property appraised at $358,096,
for total appraised value of almost $900,000.

8311 Silver Mountain Court
78739
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $469,624
2,448 sq. ft.; 1.4 Acres
Notes: Receives Out-of-City rate
break in addition to CAP.

12005 Mystic Forest Lane
78739
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $465,522
3,987 sq. ft.
Features: Pool
Notes: Owns or co-owns 8 other
properties in Travis and Williamson counties appraised at
$1,644,616, for total appraised
value of over $2.1 million.
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12317 Pratolina Drive
78739
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $698,567
4,038 sq. ft.; 0.5 Acres
Notes: Owns or co-owns another
property appraised at $431,969,
for total appraised value of over
$1.1 million.

1215 Wilderness Drive
78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $780,073
Features: 3,888 sq. ft.
Features: Outdoor Fountain
Notes: Part of family trust that
owns 2 other properties in Travis
County appraised at $741,155,
for total appraised value of over
$1.5 million.

1301 Verdant Way
78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $1,301,865
3,902 sq. ft.
Features: Swimming Pool & Spa;
Solar panels
Notes: Owns or co-owns another
property appraised at $519,860,
for a total appraised value of over
$1.8 million.
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1309 Brian Meadows Cove
78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $1,082,523
3,432 sq. ft.

2110 Wychwood Drive
78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $583,084
2,174 sq. ft.
Features: Swimming Pool
Notes: Owns or co-owns 4 other
properties in Travis and Williamson counties appraised at
$1,182,300, for total appraised
value of almost $1.8 million.

2901 Mill Reef Cove
78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $754,872
3,479 sq. ft.
Features: Hot Tub
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4205 Parkstone Heights Dr
78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $808,594
4,640 sq. ft.
Features: Iron Fence

6303 Southern Hills Place
78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $727,500
4,324 sq. ft.
Features: Pool & Spa

6507 Torrey Pines Cove
78746
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $625,876
2,540 sq. ft.
Features: Swimming Pool
Notes: Owns or co-owns another
property in Travis County appraised at $185,659, for total appraised value of over $800,000.
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6809 Via Ricco Drive
78749
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $445,760
3,319 sq. ft.

7208 Via Dono Drive
78749
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $469,624
3,284 sq. ft.

8101 Jester Boulevard
78750
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $686,522
4,978 sq. ft.
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8205 Asmara Court
78750
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $1,077,436
4,986 sq. ft.
Features: Pool & Spa; 4.5 Bathrooms

5208 Doe Valley Lane
78759
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $507,426
3,278 sq. ft.
Notes: Owns 3 other properties
appraised at $814,035, for total
appraised value of over $1.3
million.

5901 Painted Valley Drive
78759
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $644,396
3,457 sq. ft.
Features: Pool; Outdoor Kitchen
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5902 Cedar Cliff Drive
78759
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $570,495
3,244 sq. ft.
Notes: Owns or co-owns 3 other
properties appraised at $716,558,
for total appraised value of almost $1.3 million.

9500 Bully Hill Cove
78759
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $658,836
3,817 sq. ft.

9801 Spicewood Mesa
78759
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $516,577
3,620 sq. ft.
Features: On Greenbelt
Notes: Owns or co-owns 6 other
properties in Travis and Williamson counties appraised at
$1,612,659, for total appraised
value of over $2.1 million.
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7815 Gingers Cove
78759
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $581,080
2,882 sq. ft.
Notes: Owns or co-owns 3 other
properties in Williamson County
appraised at $854,721, for total
appraised value of over $1.4
million.

10243 Dianella Lane
78759
TCAD Appraisal 2016: $558,300
3,201 sq. ft.
Notes: Owns or co-owns 3 other
properties appraised at $586,384,
for total appraised value of over
$1.1 million.
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WEHBE, NAJIB F
SHIA, GEORGE J
HU, XIU HUA
HINEDI, FAHD
YE, FENG
ADETUTU, OFUBUNMI
NGUYEN, LIEN
MALDONADO, ANTONIO
HAMILTON, JAN
GOAL, PATRICK
LADDEN, BRUCE
KEMP, WILLIAM F
ROUHANI, JINOUS
IBARRA, ARACELI J
SRINIVASAN, VISHNU
BECTOR, MINAL
BRADY, BETTY*
LEON, TOMAS C
FRENCH JR, JOHN W
VAIDYA, DIVYESH
BUSCH, TANA
MELANCON, GAIL
AGUEROS, IRMA
DAVIS, SCOTT M
NELSON, JONELL
TOLBERT III, ALLAN JOSEPH
ZHAO, JUN
GUERRA, HERLINDA
BASTIDAS, ALVARO
DESAI, NAINESH
HADLEY, RALPH
CARR, MICHAEL L
GARTNER, RICHARD R
HURT, WESLEY
KAFAROVA, SAIDA
WILKINS, LEROY*
SHEN, ZHENGMING
HOANG-VU, LY
FRISBIE, RICHARD
BRADLEY, MICHAEL
SI, HELEN
RODERICK, IRENE
LIKAJ, AIDA*

NAME

3205 HANCOCK DR
900 HOUSTON ST
11301 MONET DR
1726 CANONERO DR
16505 ALONG CREEK CV
12919 PARTRIDGE BEND DR
9804 FALLON CV
9800 BLUE HILL DR
4020 DOMINION CV
9801 SPICEWOOD MESA
12005 MYSTIC FOREST LN
2909 GREENLEE DR
1205 GASTON AVE
2718 WILSON ST
1301 VERDANT WAY
2110 WYCHWOOD DR
3208 HILLVIEW RD
7200 ANAQUA DR
809 E 46TH ST
7710 LAKEWOOD DR
6201 SHOALWOOD AVE
2005 ROBINHOOD TRL
1215 WILDERNESS DR
1706 BOULDIN AVE
9816 BUNDORAN DR
1005 PAYNE AVE
7815 GINGERS CV
8207 CLIFFSAGE AVE
1708 BRIAR ST
10609 ROY BUTLER DR
1411 WATHEN AVE
2201 E WINDSOR RD
1200 MARSHALL LN
5902 SHOALWOOD AVE
5208 DOE VALLEY LN
5902 CEDAR CLIFF DR
10924 CENTENNIAL TRL
2300 DORIS DR
2007 SHARON LN
1610 FOREST TRL
10243 DIANELLA LN
3103 WHITE ROCK DR
12317 PRATOLINA DR

ADDRESS

78731
78756
78726
78746
78717
78729
78717
78736
78759
78759
78739
78703
78703
78704
78746
78746
78703
78750
78751
78750
78757
78703
78746
78704
78717
78757
78759
78759
78704
78717
78703
78703
78703
78757
78759
78759
78726
78757
78703
78703
78759
78757
78739

ZIP

$138,357
$124,340
$471,949
$596,652
$482,411
$287,365
$330,288
$204,533
$317,944
$466,577
$393,522
$852,707
$697,259
$87,934
$801,865
$233,084
$203,487
$273,737
$484,149
$332,575
$96,351
$978,291
$447,573
$121,317
$352,051
$310,000
$474,830
$201,544
$200,439
$403,709
$638,835
$689,088
$144,910
$146,460
$382,426
$470,495
$521,306
$186,548
$257,245
$500,125
$358,300
$267,863
$553,567

IMPROVEMENT
VALUE

$285,000
$500,000
$57,500
$495,000
$87,900
$62,400
$65,000
$127,600
$160,000
$50,000
$72,000
$950,000
$1,188,000
$193,500
$500,000
$350,000
$750,000
$175,000
$275,000
$85,000
$280,500
$550,000
$332,500
$375,000
$78,400
$250,000
$106,250
$106,250
$375,000
$80,900
$720,000
$665,000
$440,000
$280,500
$125,000
$100,000
$135,000
$90,000
$445,050
$645,000
$200,000
$280,500
$145,000

LAND
VALUE

$423,357
$624,340
$529,449
$1,091,652
$570,311
$349,765
$395,288
$332,133
$477,944
$516,577
$465,522
$1,802,707
$1,885,259
$281,434
$1,301,865
$583,084
$953,487
$448,737
$759,149
$417,575
$376,851
$1,528,291
$780,073
$496,317
$430,451
$560,000
$581,080
$307,794
$575,439
$484,609
$1,358,835
$1,354,088
$584,910
$426,960
$507,426
$570,495
$656,306
$276,548
$702,295
$1,145,125
$558,300
$548,363
$698,567

TOTAL

APPENDIX B: CAP CUSTOMERS WITH MORE THAN $1 MILLION IN REAL ESTATE ASSETS
OTHER PROPERVALUE OF
TOTAL ALL
SQUARE
TIES OWNED/COOTHER
PROPERTIES FOOTAGE
OWNED BY SAME PROPERTIES
CUSTOMER
49
$14,108,774
$14,532,131
1,572
6
$3,454,614
$4,078,954
3,278
15
$3,437,709
$3,967,158
2,159
41
$2,694,648
$3,786,300
4,685
14
$3,010,291
$3,580,602
4,385
7
$2,830,641
$3,180,406
3,207
13
$2,300,367
$2,695,655
3,586
1
$2,248,982
$2,581,115
2,509
1
$1,818,680
$2,296,624
1,981
6
$1,612,659
$2,129,236
3,620
8
$1,644,616
$2,110,138
3,987
1
$302,154
$2,104,861
4,633
1
$164,079
$2,049,338
4,135
4
$1,547,421
$1,828,855
936
1
$519,860
$1,821,725
3,902
4
$1,182,300
$1,765,384
2,174
1
$784,146
$1,737,633
3,376
4
$1,190,698
$1,639,435
2,055
2
$860,721
$1,619,870
2,549
6
$1,185,498
$1,603,073
2,581
3
$1,216,151
$1,593,002
1,096
NA
$1,528,291
3,730
2
$741,155
$1,521,228
3,888
2
$1,013,004
$1,509,321
1,170
9
$1,045,957
$1,476,408
3,264
3
$882,854
$1,442,854
3,805
3
$854,721
$1,435,801
2,882
1
$1,082,073
$1,389,867
1,847
2
$807,000
$1,382,439
1,848
3
$897,270
$1,381,879
4,165
NA
$1,358,835
3,305
NA
$1,354,088
4,204
1
$764,000
$1,348,910
1,324
1
$897,862
$1,324,822
1,300
3
$814,035
$1,321,461
3,278
3
$716,558
$1,287,053
3,244
3
$574,344
$1,230,650
3,199
2
$878,673
$1,155,221
1,257
1
$444,719
$1,147,014
2,339
NA
$1,145,125
3,740
3
$586,384
$1,144,684
3,201
2
$591,879
$1,140,242
2,192
1
$431,969
$1,130,536
4,038

36

KHATRI, MUKUND P
10205 PICKFAIR DR
78750
$528,439
$106,250
$634,689
LAYTON, CHRIS
2900 KERBEY LN
78703
$153,190
$450,000
$603,190
LI, YUE
11455 RUSTIC ROCK DR
78750
$394,039
$65,000
$459,039
LARUE, JENNIFER
1309 BRIANS MEADOW CV
78746
$582,523
$500,000 $1,082,523
DUNN, KRISTIN
8205 ASMARA CT
78750
$876,186
$201,250 $1,077,436
KADISH, SARAH
2318 MONTCLAIRE ST A
78704
$89,043
$360,000
$449,043
CATOIRE, TASHA A
9512 PALMBROOK DR
78717
$501,026
$110,000
$611,026
DAVIDSON, MARCI
4320 HOUSE OF YORK UNIT 4
78730
$844,299
$200,000 $1,044,299
PAULISSEN, BARBARA A
6220 EDWARDS MOUNTAIN CV
78731
$441,142
$422,500
$863,642
HANSEN, HARLIN A
1103 BLUEBONNET LN
78704
$94,028
$400,000
$494,028
GARNER, SAM
4400 WATERFORD PL
78731
$547,142
$316,250
$863,392
GIBSON, BARBARA
4110 AVENUE G
78751
$209,071
$390,000
$599,071
DIONNE, NICOLE
1802 BRACKENRIDGE ST
78704
$635,431
$375,000 $1,010,431
* Verification of one or more additional properties was linked by name and not address in these few instances

3
2
3
NA
NA
1
1
NA
1
1
2
1
NA
$178,502
$539,920
$166,399
$416,293

$628,210
$456,612

$486,653
$494,117
$638,046

$1,121,342
$1,097,307
$1,097,085
$1,082,523
$1,077,436
$1,077,253
$1,067,638
$1,044,299
$1,042,144
$1,033,948
$1,029,791
$1,015,364
$1,010,431

3,270
1,559
3,076
3,432
4,986
2,216
3,351
4,677
4,039
1,408
4,642
2,469
3,930

